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The Decade of Lysergic 
Acid Diethylamide 

by Gale Wright '97 

We weren't quite right 
None of us were, 
the flower children 
but myself, more than the others. 
My hair would never stay in that perfect pageboy or flip 
but insisted on trying a little bit of both. 
All of those painful visits to the orthodontist fixed my 
calcium deficient chin 
but I was still the tallest girl in my class. 
That surgeon wouldn't give me a ski jump nose, 
make me cute. 
Through my chemically inflated nostrils 
he pared the cartilage down to such a dignified and 
classical shape 
the other girls were threatened. 
Being gawky was bad 
but being beautiful, 
far worse. 
I wanted to be an archaeologist, 
I loved to watch the slow bubbles in the La Brea Tar Pits, 
and think about the dinosaurs that had gotten stuck in 
this black goo, 
millions of years ago, 
but I couldn't spell 
and my guidance counselor said I would never become a 
scientist. 
I had better take home ec. major. 
My mother said my brother was the smart one. 
That a doctor or a lawyer would do for me, 
to marry. 
She said I would be an airline stewardess 
so I could meet men who didn't ride Greyhound. 
She didn't think about the fact that Fortune Five Hundred 
people 
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have private planes. 

I had already found out 
that the men-
with separate 24k gold gilded table settings for each meal, 
sleek sports cars, 
and swimming pools the size of Lake Superior on their 
private bedrooms 
-were cold. 
I found that those who ate sizzlin' southern fried chicken 
and made love while listening to the melodies of Motown 
were the ones that better suited me. 
I had found out that I wasn't into full moon orgies 
but prescription pills could numb you 
until those baffling geometry lectures became a nearly 
pleasant numm. 
I had already felt the joy of picking a California orange off 
of a tree 
instead of a supermarket shelf. 
I had not ceased to care though, 
about the disapproving looks of every female who crossed 
my path. 
I still wanted friends, 
wanted to be accepted 
by the girls with perfect hair, just short of pretty faces, 
politics of great grandmothers, and ideals of the devil's 
daughters. 
Oh, but their legs were always prissily pressed together 
while in public. 
I wanted this 
until the first time I ingested 
a vitamin C tablet inoculated with a blue of C20H2sN302. 
All of those small minded girls and insensitive teachers, 
my coddled brother, unfair mother 
the bad grades and foster homes didn't matter. 
They just flew off on the purple and orange petals of 
birds of paradise · 
over the thick roof of smog 
to somewhere where rainbows and stars can be seen. 

I was compelled to follow those flowers 
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and join the growing family all over the country 
who cast their shoes off to be closer to the earth. 
Who's mission every hour was to keep their heads swim
ming in the Milky Way 
Grooving down Sunset Strip un-bra bound 
beside Frank Zappa and The Mothers of Invention. 
Suzie Cream Cheese, wearing nothing but her see-through 
cellophane dress. 
The LAPD called her naked body indecent, and hauled her 
off. 
Me, Alice in Wonderland 
soaking in the professed feelings of love and brotherhood. 
The mission to stay high took me down many interstates 
thumb pointing toward uncertain destinations, 
subtly beckoning the cowboys 
driving 18 wheeled stages with cramped but luxuriously 
upholstered cabs. 
1 had nothing in common with these men 
but they had all heard that hippie gals were quick, 
usually they realized they had heard wrong. 

Those black tar ribbons raping the earth led me to 
the San Francisco area 
where The Jefferson Airplane played in Golden Gate Park, 
protests shook U.C. Berkley, 
and psychedelically decorated VW vans 
carried sindverram packed 2.2 lb bricks of bad Mexican 
Mary Jane through the 
steep streets. 

They trapped me momentarily in New Orleans 
where, standing outside of a bar ablaze with smoking 
blues, 
a cop said that I couldn't wear a mini skirt on his beat 
because 
"the niggers would see my legs." 
Where I first heard those words 
"what is a nice girl like you doing in a place like this? 
I could take you out of here." from the lips of a balding 
overweight man 
with the mark of a wedding band distinctly encircling his 
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now bare finger. 
Where I realized what the gals 
with the $20 bills fluttering like leaves around their full, 
bikini clad hips, did 
to get those tips. 
Where I realized I wasn't meant to be a topless waitress. 

They let me stop in Tiajuana just long enough for 
Montezuma's Revenge 
to tie my intestines in knots and let Hepatitis B find its 
way into my blood. 
Mixing 
in a shared, stainless steel needle 
with Mr. H as he danced continuously through my veins. 

Those roads finally led me to Eugene, Oregon 
where Hash Oil from Katmandu flowed in the streets 
and greased the hip joints of the people dancing at the 
North County Fair. 
That put a shine on the exquisite crafts 
meticulously carved while the magic of story book 
Anamita Muscaria mushrooms made the hours disappear. 
Where my rotting liver yellow skin drove me downtown to 
Scarboro fair 
to buy health food. 
Where even the pollution of town 
was enough to overload my breaking system 
and kill me. 
Where I moved into the country 
and grew my first garden. 
Where I began the slow process of cleansing my blood 
from the toxins that had been accumulating through the 
years of abuse 
Where, while living in a hand dug cave in a river bank 
your father guided you 
two and a half months early 
out of the birth canal 
and into this world. 
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Dublin Girl 
by Kristin Druffner '97 

Head high in wool flat hat 
She pushes by a grey jumper 
Marching down her knees. 
Someone sweeping announces 
Shops are closed. 
6 o'clock 
Pale faces smoking fags 
Go out out 
Henry Street. 
Venders tum off fruit and tobacco 
Doors lock and gates pull down 
Little yellow glow girl 
Holding violet flowers 
Crosses the street 
Throwing her Jong scarf 
Over her shoulder. 
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Cantels or Wonten 
by Stephen James '99 

"Cigarette?" 
"No, thanks." 
"You're not quitting, are you?" 
"Not yet." 
"Then have a cigarette." 
"I'll pass." 
"Por que?" 
"Because she doesn't like it." 
"So? You do." 
"She won't kiss me." 
"Why not?" 
"Have you ever licked an ashtray before?" 
"No ... I don't believe I have." 
"It's oh so tasty, leaving the sweet scent of charcoal on your 

breath." 
"Tasty? I never thought people tasted anything when ... well, 

there was that one fire eater." 
"Those cigarettes kill your sense of taste." 
"Smoking's actually good for you." 
"Where the hell did you pull that idea?" 
"It's true. Have you ever heard of Bucky Balls?" 
"Monkey balls?" 
"No, Bucky Balls. They're these molecules that are made 

from carbon atoms and they're in the shape of soccer balls." 
"So?" 
"So, Bucky Balls are the strongest thing known to man. Only 

problem is bonding the molecules to each of them." 
"And this is related to smoking ... how?" 
"In the ash and smoke are Bucky Balls which are inhaled 

and caught in your lungs." 
"Great." 
"Bucky Balls are stronger than kevlar, paper thin and just as 

light." 
"So I have bullet proof lungs but the trade off is my ability to 

breathe." 
"More or less. Cigarette?" 
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"No ... I thought you were on the patch, trying to quit." 
"I am but one patch didn' t seem to do it. I got a craving for a 

cigarette and so I put another one on. After five minutes I still had 
the craving so I put on another." 

"When'd you put the firs t one on?" 
"About an hour ago." 
"How many did you put on?" 
"Uh, four. Tow on the neck and two on the arms. Can you 

0 .D. from nicotine?" 
"We'll see." 

Server!" 
"I'll be fine. I've just got to get more coffee. Hey, waiter! 

"Yes, sir?" 
"I need to get another coffee." 
"I don' t mean to be rude but that last cup was the fourth cup 

you've spilt this morning." 
"Thanks for the inside tip but I think I can handle another." 
"Another coffee coming up." 
"Go get it you wage earner." 
"You've got major problems. Have you ever noticed that?" 
"So do you. I mean where the hell is she?" 
"She's just a little late!." 
"She's real late!" 
"Have another cigarette then." 
"Don' t mind if I do. Want one?" 
"No." 
"Trying to kick the habit just for some girl." 
"She's hardly a girl and I haven't given up." 
"Oh, that's what you say! Next thing you know we'll see 

less and less of each other until you start not answering my phone 
calls. Oh, I'll try to be nice but, no! ... you 've just used and abused 
me!" 

"Have you thought of switching to decai?" 
"Don' t interrupt my monologue!" 
"Sir your coffee." 
"Thanks, you can leave now ... but leave the cup." 
"Stranger than fiction, that's you." 
"Maybe. Maybe we are fiction. Made up in some writer 's 

mind but that doesn ' t excuse you from using and abusing my 
friendship." 
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"Abusing you?" 
"Yeah. You just use me as a crutch until your little girlfriend 

decides to humble you with her presence." 
"Give me a cigarette." 
"Yes. Join the Darkside, Luke, and together we can rule the 

universe as father and ... Oww! Damn it! Mother ... " 
"Did you spill your coffee again? I think you can get a 

million dollars or something." 
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by Zach Magoon '96 



Beauty 
by Suzanne Morrison '96 

I am standing at the top 
of the entombed stairwell, 
watching the steps twist, old and wooden, 
away from my white feet. 
The walls down there are stones, 
grey like storm clouds, 
packed in like an old root cellar. 
A pipe, slate-colored and 
warped, calls urgently 
in its clear, bath-water voice. 
Between the pipe and the wall 
crawls the ivy, 
green among all the grey: 
the wall, the pipe and the pale air. 
It curls in a splash of light from 
the window that gazes upon the lawn, 
like a rectangular eye 
filled with grass. 

I wonder how it ever 
got inside. It answers me 
silently, growing in through 
the cracks, reaching out 
across the man-made floor. 
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IInperf ections 
by Rick Starratt '96 

" I love her, Jerry, I really do love her," Derek says with his hands under his 

pillow supporting his head. " I just don't know what I want anymore." His 

eyes are fixed on the top of the four-man tent. The light from the fire casts 

shadows of two others still talking under the stars outside. Derek and I crashed 

a bit earlier feeling tired from the long trip north. 

It is a warm July night on the Kennebeck River and I am in an unzipped 

sleeping bag with my eyes open staring across the tent at Derek, my 25 year 

old roommate from BC. I was a shy kid from the sticks of Vermont. Derek was 

a bit of a rich kid from New York City whose parents were divorced. 

We were roommates my sophomore year before we moved into an off cam

pus house off of Commonwealth Ave. with a bunch of college alcoholics. We 

became better friends because of our love for good beer and remained friends 

mostly because I admired him and he liked having someone that would al

ways be there. 

"But I just don't know. I keep thinking she isn't perfect. She doesn't have it 

all. I don't even know what it all is, but I know she doesn't have it." 

"But will any one person have it all?" I ask. 

"That is what the other side of my brain is saying. No one person will be 

perfect for me. I w ill always find things I don't like. So how many 'things' do 

I let her have?" 

"You know my mom always said that no one is ever perfect. She said you 

have to learn to love the imperfections of people," I say with a smile hidden in 

the darkness of the tent. 

Derek is quiet for a while seemingly trying to find a hole in my last state

ment. "Mom's are a lways right," he says back. "But seriously now, Jerry, what 
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do I do? Do I stay with Sharon despite her imperfections, or give up on us and 

move on to find someone with other imperfections." 

" I don't know. I think you have to stop questioning so much. If you really 

love her, s tay with her. If you think there are other, better people out there go 

find them," I say trying to sound as manly but as sensitive as possible. "Do 

what comes naturally, what ever makes you happy. What is the worst that can 

happen?" 

I don't really know what to say. I was the English major and he was the 

Psych major, yet he always asked me the questions. I usua lly made up the 

answers never fully believing he was listening anyway. 

All is silent for a moment. I think Derek has decided to go to sleep. I close 

my eyes and listen for a moment to the sounds of Mark and Steve laughing 

outside. The fire crackles loud and throws haunting shadows on the tent. 

feel Steve and Mark a lmost in the tent with us. 

I hear Derek turn over and his zipper s lowly move down toward his feet. 

think he probably has to go to the bathroom. When suddenly I feel a hand 

move under my covers and move slowly up my thigh. My first instinct is to 

jump but I am so afraid to. My eyes clench shut and I think "be a spider, be a 

spider ... " His hand reaches higher and slowly begins to massage me. 

Derek is gay. Derek is gay. Derek is GAY! I try to rationalize while his hand 

works over me. This is not a bad thing, I can handle it. We have been friends 

for a Jong time. I did have a suspicion a while ago, when I caught him looking 

a bit longer at a Calvin Klein ad of a man dressed only in underwear. I too 

have done the same. But am I gay? No, I can't be. I like beer, sports, and most 

importantly girls. I have dated them, kissed them, and slept w ith them. Sure 

I have had visions of naked men, but don't we all? Freud said so. But that 

does not make me gay. Just curious. 

So Derek has been grabbing me for a while now. It feels good . But it 
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is a guy. A GUY! 

The shadows on the inside of the tent laugh louder. Their eyeless faces 

seem to be staring right at me. I close my eyes but I still feel the stares. 

I feel the button on my favorite Gap jeans unfasten and the zipper start to 

ripple down my pants. I feel the elastic band on my boxers lift and a cold hand 

enter. 

It is cold, so very cold. All the muscles in stomach and legs tighten but my 

hands remain under my head. They are frozen, unable to move. This is what 

I fantasized about when I was a freshman in college. This is what I thought 

about when I played "Truth or Dare" and they asked if I had ever had a homo

sexual fantasy. But now it is happening. A man is touching me. 

The hand is warmer now but my leg muscles are still tight. 1 try to relax 

them, but they remain stiff. I want to believe my shortness of breath is because 

I am scared, but I know otherwise. 

Mark's high pitch laughter rings from outside masking for a moment what 

is going on inside the tent. I wonder if they can hea r my breathing outside. 

Are they laughing me? I concentrate on Derek's deep breathing trying to hide 

behind it. 

What in the hell is he doing? What is he thinking? 

Derek turns in his sleeping bag to face me. His other hand moves up to my 

face, by my left ear, and through my hair. 1 soon feel his lips touching mine. I 

lie still as a corpse but allow his tongue to invade my mouth. My eyes remain 

locked shut. 

I hear the sound of another zipper. My eyes open for the first time and 

immediately search to find the door of the tent. Mark! Steve! My head re

mains still while my eyes frantically search for the door. Their shadows still 

flicker on the wall of the tent. Their laugh echoes in my mind. 

Derek takes hold of my left hand and slowly runs it up under his shirt along 
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his mildly hairy chest and then down into his pants. He is wearing flannel 

boxers. I feel my hand slowly begin to move, massaging him in return. 1 feel 

his excitement. 

What am 1 doing? Stop ! It is going too far. But if I stop he will. Do I really 

want him to stop? My eyes remain fixed on the shadows as my breathing rate 

increases. 

My mind wanders to Scooby-Doo, to Michael Jordan, and Boston College, 

to REM, and MTV, to my first kiss to Becky Martin, to my mom, and to the 

shadows on the sides of the tent; they all flash at me like I am holding down 

the channel button on the remote. I stare at the pictures like they are not there. 

They will go away. Sleep now. Don' t hear his heavy breathing. Don't feel his 

hands, your hands. Don't see the shadows. Don' t hear the shadows. 

Love, I think to tell him, is a funny thing. When you have it you don't want 

it, but when you don't have it you want it. Rubbing under Derek's pants, I 

want to tell him how no one will ever be perfect for him, for me. That there 

will always be something wrong about everyone. This person laughs weird, 

this one talks too much, this one is a man. If you love the person enough you 

will learn to love the imperfection. If not, it will eat at you, gnawing away like 

a beaver to a tree until the tree falls, knocking down everything in its path. 

Derek slowly removes his hand from my pants. My hand still mechanically 

moves under his sleeping bag. I finally stop and remove it hearing the snap of 

the elastic band on his boxer shorts and stare through my eyelids at the top of 

the tent. I imagine the fire going out on Steve and Mark, on Derek and me, and 

on imperfections. 
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Borlindock 
by Butch Phelps '97 

When scrolled to stone does it finally sit 
When the tom heart has bled from the souls eye 
remember the unmoved time they had missed 
and richer had sent no good cause to die. 
And up springs the flower as down goes the 
sun. Gratuitous only is he whose 
art designed the flower and tombstone tree 
for still Heaven 's acceptance to behoove. 
And here generations slip grandfather 
(whose rights did pass under such tombstone tree) 
pale where spoiled nations capture mother 
and liken to toss the green to fall free. 
And staggering souls spill life's worth upon 
the stained rug of a war-spoiled nation. 
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Thistled Freedont 
by Heather Wilkinson '98 

Today I found a hedge hog 
living among the white thorn 
flora in my garden. 
I knelt, quietly 
to peer at the little pig 
and found grey milk 
on his eyes, still blind 
from a fresh birth. 
Elastic spines covered his 
brown hide, small 
hanging ears cradled 
his face or fur and skin. 
How I wanted to pick up 
this thistled creature and 
roll him into a ball 
of my own. 
But to do this 
would leave his life frozen 
in a barbed cage, 
his spines sure to harden, 
the milk to clear from his 
black eyes. 
And then for me
to fetch a root 
from the grass-walk 
twice a day, 
and hope that my pet 
would not tire 
of this green plantain. 
I'll find it better, 
my friend, 
to see you abound in my fields, 
and watch you lift 
one thousand tufts of grass 
with your leather nose. 
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by Brian Moore '98 



An Ode to Sunday 
by Kevin Baggaley '96 

To all things clouds on this day of Sun, 
And allow paternal streams to converge as one. 
For on this day of glorious splendor, 
Of which we rejoice and do surrender; 
Through six nights of countless dreams, 
Of oblong balls with stitched up seams. 
Of crashing titans and brutal moans, 
Play-action fakes and testosterone. 
In pleasure we revel and intoxication pray. 
As time loses meaning and alas slips away. 
Come one, Come all in joyous pretense, 
Indulgence was never born in sense. 
In every household let the voices be heard, 
Of prophets predicting our every yard. 
Let them muse over scores in forms known by all, 
Let them narrate our lives and run with the ball. 
So buy some beer and place a bet, 
And glue life to a t.v. set. 
Through channel on channel we surf to see, 
If Dallas had beaten Cincinnati. 
Milk thy pleasures on this day of sun, 
And flee from all that needs to get done. 
Let guilt not blind our need for seeing 
That truly we praise a higher being. 
As people die and nations decay, 
blessed is he who created this day. 
Of intricate beauty which words can't define, 
Like the golden arches, nothing short of divine. 
And Prophets forecast the games to come, 
Reigning at ease in booths of wisdom. 
Until the kickoff, we watch them boil, 
Rewards are tremendous for those who are loyal. 
And to our lord may the game begin, 
We wi11 offer our souls wrapped tightly in big skin. 
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And to the vast heavens the ball will fly. 
Through awkward goal posts stretching up for the sky. 
And again returning back into our sphere, 
Cleansed with kind blessings and released from fear. 
Grasp tightly to that which our passion holds, 
As heroes are born and history unfolds. 
With harps and liars the prophets will sing, 
"Do not waste your minds on trivial things." 
Know each player on statistics alone, 
Through fumbles and touchdowns until reknown. 
And too become p rophets, all holy in name, 
Critiquing each offensive and defensive game. 
But in each game new perspectives they find, 
Bestowing insights to the ones who are blind. 
And to the last quarter, let us not depart, 
For football is nature, and na ture is art. 
Let all men to their passions p lay, 
And not complain when the time slips away. 
For holiness lies in lights on the board, 
And the victor finds peace in the eyes of the lord. 
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Rebecca's Underware 
by Amy Tibbetts '97 

I found them while cleaning the bathroom-
A symbol of their relationship 
She, still married to her husband 
who plays in a band called 
The Average Mammals 
and writes cynical songs about playing pool 
in every bar on Cape Cod; 
and him, still living in my house. 
When I found her 
underwear under a pile of clothes, 
I held them in my hand 
a spun-sugar silken hammock 
avoiding the crotch 
Saying the words, "now these aren't mine" 
in a southern accent to amuse myself. 
I wonder if she dropped them here 
before they stepped into the shower, 
or if they were simply forgotten 
on her way to the laundry. 
Or maybe I was meant to find them
some women do things like that, 
marking their territory. 
And then later I laughed, telling a friend 
how I tned to think of what to do 
with them with no one there 
to check my sanity meter. 
If I should tack them to his bulletin board 
simply so he would know that I know. 
They would hand there like a dead fairy 
next to the hand-painted valentine 
I gave to him years ago, 
a T pass for the month of May, 
a machine generated strip of photos 
with a woman in dark swollen sunglasses. 
I contemplate playing at maturity and washing them with 
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rest of the laundry 
or using them to become the banshee woman 
I've always dreamt of becoming 
with voodoo and drama 
(but fear turning into my mother). 
And I wonder if this means I own her 
in some small way, 
If I've captured a moment of their lives 
which I don't want to own. 
I wonder if I should mail them back to her 
to her husband who needs them 
more than I do, or send them back to her 
because she's lost part of herself, 
but instead I throw them away 
and wonder if she's fished them out after me. 
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by Tom Boothby '96 



Hear My Words, 
See My Face 

by Josh Silverstein '98 

It's all about race 
That's what I've been told 
Doesn' t matter if you're young 
Doesn't matter if you ' re old 

Two simple colors He 
White or black 
We know what color we are 
That's how we act 

We don' t listen to each other 
Just see the exterior skin 
We don' t see the qualities 
That lie within 

So hear my words, see my face 
Understand my culture 
Understand my race 

Two simple colors 
Black or white 
Let's meld them together 
Like day into night 
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Ants 
by Jessica Ringwood '97 

She sits on a rocky little creekbed 
eyeing an exquisite yellow bird in the brush, 
when she feels an ant crawling up her leg. 
He is slow, but deliberate. 
Sure to miss her stubby, three days long leg hair, 
steady as he crosses the large red welt 
left lately by a mosquito. 

She knows if she saw him 
under a microscope, 
his antennas would be the most noticeable part. 
Like dustmops stuck to his head; 
his big, furry eyebrows swinging wildly. 
In anticipation of goods yet to be found, 

the ant is suddenly hurried. 
Determined to reach his destination, 
not asking permission, 
he skitters over her knee 
and down the white of her inner thigh. 

She is reminded of a similar encounter, 
late last Friday evening 
in Tom McCann's beat up blue Dodge Ram. 
The country music played too loud. 
And the vinyl car seats stuck 
to the backs of her legs. 

She flicks the ant away. 
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To Be A Wo01an 
by Kate Bannister '96 

When I was a little girl, 
with a body that could 
still bend in that way, 
to see wha t made me, 
a little girl, 
I looked , curious. 

To see this tiny slit 
of an eye, tucked beneath 
me, with a ball and pupal, 
the lashes not yet grown in. 
It was discovered 
This eye that made me, girl. 

And when mother returned home 
alone, placed me in her lap and 
explained Daddy wasn't coming 
home, that they didn't see 
eye to eye anymore, 
I understood what it was to be a woman. 
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Untitled 
by Julie Oliveri '97 

I always wanted 
(on days when there were 
fewer than 10? 
5? red cans to count, 

side streets) 
my life to 

follow the script of a movie 

As I move in and out of rustling 
leaf carpet 

On the 90° sidewalk step-down 
curb cold 

sun bright on 
face 

When the movie things don't happen 
I blush 

with feeling-sillies 
about theses sort of desires 

but nobody knew 

scrapping swish of exhaust burst 
parted 

leaves 
the car pulls up to me 
slows moving 

forward 
and faces speak to me 

a movie moment 

I laugh to myself 
and wonder where 

the cameras are 
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by Zach Magoon '96 



Chrysalis and Departure 
by Jason Gorman '96 

She left Us an empty Package that day. 
left a Paper-wrapped box. 

the Girl i know so well, 
with God's own package in her once fiery soul 

Eyes 
took her Exit. leaving her 

Paper brown package 
at center stage. 

we w a t e d 
and watched. 

to Us, the package was burning explosive 
bright Glowing box of eternal splendor, 

but it was Not. 

there was a Fire, a heat 
pricking, prodding our nerves. 
the Package was a white hot sun, 

the package was a flow 
the package was an element 
the package was the soil 

a flower 
white 
alive 

to Us. 
but it was Not. 

the static crackled the Energy
soaked air and the fumes of 
her sweat beaded Poetry were driven into 
our heads. 

we would smell Her past Divinity on it. 
Our Eye~ ·.vere closed, however 
and We did not sense, 
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a violin. 

it was Not. 
until the Sunlight crackled and faltered 

the Music lost an oboe, a flute, 

the air's companion began to brown. 

We watched with rag- doll's eyes 
the Jewlery crack off 
the Song soften 

and for a moment, my own flame 
flickered. 

She left us a Package that day. 
It was a twine wrapped Paper Package 
So we left it there. 
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Just Outside Trinity 
College, Dublin 

He colors 
silently 
creating pictures of 

by Tammy Sawyer '96 

suns with happy faces, of rainbows with pots of gold, 
of Leprechauns dancing 
grass is green, skies are blue, people are smiling 

His legs 
curled beneath his tiny, tender body 
blend with the dismal grey sidewalk 

His torn, tattered styrofoam cup 
lies next to him 
"Feed Me" is carefully scrawled letters 
is propped against it 

He looks up 
and sad, distant, sea blue eyes 
search the crowd 
endlessly 
his hopes 
washed away with every rain fall 

he is a child of 5, maybe 6 

I squat down 
lift his chin 
frightened by the tenderness 
he pulls away 

I place an Irish pound 
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I place an Irish pound 
in the palm of his hand 
closing his fingers lightly over it 
dirt is ingrained deep within his nails 
my hand completely covers his 
settles there 
reluctant to let go 
I point to the McDonald's across the street 
directing him with my other hand 

His dirty blonde hair 
scraggled and matted 
is blown by piercing 
Winds 
into his eyes 
as 
He gathers his chalk, cup, and sign 
glances timidly at me 
through clumps of hair 
and runs 

he is just a child of 5, maybe 6. 
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Sweostar 
by Erika Mondello '99 

You. You. You. Eat Grass. 
Perform this animal ritual. 
Cow chews on cud. 
Chews on its grass. 
Molars grind your dreams away. 
Cow somnambulist Cow. 
Your mouth sounds off. 
Two rusted old hinges rub; jawbones 
Like sticks for a boy scout fire. 
Friction between two old lovers- sparks 
All we hear are the squeaky bounce of bed springs. 
Come mom'en all the grass gonna be chewed away. 
Teeth abraded; jaw sore; mouth shut tight. 
A snare drum surface. 
To bounce your words upon. 

You. You. You. Eat Grass. 
Chomp Greens. Chomp it down whole. 
Chew it. Mush it. 
Green stringy froth saliva. 
Grind your molars till their moo size. 

You. You. You. Eat Grass. 
To expectorate the sickness. 
Release the bile: years of unwanted juices 
Muckerous muck where in 
your sluggish gremlin resides 
Croutched. 
Lurking behind black obsidian gravel 
Underneath your skin's surface until nightfall. 

You. You. You. Eat Grass. 
Talks within her box. 
Incessant buzz. Incessant clamor. 
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Gleams the inside cheeks. 
Sunlight from the window. 
Falls onto her face . 
Her body stirs. 
Her incisors cease. 
She moves with the dawn. 
Mouth mechanical action figure. 
Slow motion. It opens with a yawn. 
Her head aches. It asks her: 
"Voice Be Still. Be Clear. Come Forth!" 
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Nightlight 
by Kristin Druffner '97 

In the crib 
Tmy hands on diamond shaped bars 
Walls of red and blue anchors 
Where shadows make monsters 
Steps bend and howl 
Outside my door 
Snorts and 
Pushing her glasses up 
She enters 
Baggy pantyhose and clanking bracelets. 
Jumping with my white blanket on the crinkling plastic 
I open the paper napkin 
Chunks of butter and peanut butter sandwich 
She snuck upstairs all the nights she stayed 
To wake me 
So I could fall asleep safe 
In love with my grandma. 
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Tides of the Aleph-Null 
by Stephen James '99 

Flowers bloom and youthful boys wrestle, 
and day by day I get a little crazier. 
The blitzkrieg of the snails, 
the stillness of streams, 
the meaning of eternity has been given unto me. 
Economies rise, 
economies fall, 
people selling what they do not own. 
A tree was a tree long before it became shade for a dog 
and it will be there long after our winter has come and gone. 
The world was young and love was beautiful, 
as it wilJ be again. 
And in the fraction I sit in content with the world, 
whole civilizations will mature and decline, 
and mature and decline, 
and mature and decline ... 

Watching the tree leaves fall as snow, 
in purple gentleness, 
and the rodents and forest critters run amuck, 
the mearung of life has dawned on me, 
like the first morning of a babe. 
The vastness is frightening until you realize, 
it has no gravity. 

In a sense, life is an eternity and forever just a dream. 
Cycles upon cycles, 
and compared with luxury, 
life is a fortune waiting to be made. 
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The Ancient Puntpkin 
by Jessica Mueller '98 

In orange color, 
a mixture of the summer sunset sky 
and perfectly aged 
autumn leaves-
the pumpkin sits quietly. 
Her womb is swollen, 
pregnant with the seeds of time. 

She waits in the shadows, 
wondering how she will 
look, with her skull 
carved off and her belly 
opened by Caesarean, 
aborted offspring and the 
bright orange skin carved 
with the heinous Halloween face
the face of children's 
make-believe murders. 

She remembers the sacrificial victims 
one buried under each corner 
of the orna te Temple of Q uetzak otl. 
She remembers these 
deaths in Teotihuacan. 
Guiltily, the pumpkin now wears 
the frozen face, the dry-bone 
features of the ancient dead . 

These memories burn 
like the hot Mexican sun. 
She goes on to remember her 
birthplace, in the valley below 
the city, 
where she willingly fed 
those ancient people, 
and had no part in 
human rituals. 
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Why was Cocoa Crying 
by Rick Starratt '96 

I just finished d riving my best friend Greg home from basket
ball practice when I turned the corner onto my street. The puddles 
were already starting from the heavy rain. Through the windshield 
wipers I could see a show of red and blue lights that cut the grey dusky 
sky and I knew something bad had happened . Ambulance and police 
cars crowded my normally calm neighborhood. The lights flashed 
round and round in front of a white house with faded green shutters. 
The house belonged to a fr iend of mine that I had known since I had 
learned to walk far enough down the street to meet him. 

It had to be Scott, I thought. Only Scott would need an ambu-
lance. 

Ever since I had known him, he has been the one to need help. 
That is why everyone picked on him so much, even I did. It was so 
easy and seemed so harmless, at the time. 

I was eleven or twelve, though it may as well have been any 
year. It was a cold day, though no colder than any other New England 
winter d ay. The snow stormed the night before cancelling school, so 
we were all out playing in our fashionable snow suits that our moms 
made us wear. 

Snowballs were flying, snowmen sat half-built, and everyone 
was laughing from the excitement. As always, the games we played 
s tarted with even teams but usually changed when someone would 
eventually grow tired of losing and join the winning side. Except Scott, 
of course. It wasn' t that Scott had that strong willed or refuse to give 
up character; it was just that no one wanted Scott on his team. To say 
exactly why is hard . Scott was just Scott; skinny as a rail, awkward, 
and nervous. You could always tell he was nervous by all the holes he 
had chewed in his gloves, shirts, sweat shirt strings, or anything he 
could get his hands on. 

A snowball fight had started to pick up. Two teams on each 
side of the street hurling snowball after snowball at people running 
behind the snow banks left by the plows. I remember Scott running 
out from behind a bunker and setting aim at Jimmy running from across 
a white battlefield to a snow bank across the street. I picked up my 
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best packed, my best rounded snowball, stood up and threw it at Scott. 
Scott must have seen me throw it out of the corner of his eye as he 
turned his head just in ti.me fo r me to see his big brown eyes before the 
packed snow hit him square in the face knocking his green NY Jets 
pom-pom hat off his head. 

Everyone stopped throwing and stood up as Scott fell to his 
knees. We all gathered around him in a circle out right out of a Norman 
Rockwell painting, only instead of arguing we were searching for blood 
and tears. To this day I wonder if the tears that ran down his face 
were tears of pain or tears of humiliation . 

He finally picked his head up focusing on all of our faces and 
charged at me. Because it was Scott, I easily dodged him but his fist 
somehow caught my lower lip. I remembered thinking how I hated 
to get hit in cold weather, it always hurt more. I cared more about the 
cold weather than the threat of Scott. No one ever held any respect for 
Scott. 

Scott was just Scott. 
Like a hockey player, I got up and threw off my warm gloves 

to gain my respect back. Full of mixed emotions, I called Scott all the 
bad words my twelve year-old mouth knew. When Scott showed no 
signs of retreat and my pride seemed still in jeopardy, I tackled him. 

While pinning him down, I looked into the deep d ark brown 
of his eyes and saw nothing but rage. They seemed like an endless 
black hole that sucked away my thoughts. The tears made the whites 
of his eyes red and the rage deepened the color of his cold swollen 
cheeks. The pitiful look he gave me, while mad and defenseless, told 
me that I, no matter how mad or embarrassed, could not hit him any
more. 

"Cry uncle," I yelled . "I am not getting off ' til you cry uncle!" 
My twelve year-old way of saving face and not hurting him worse 
than he already had been . Although now I see that not hitting him 
then may have done more damage to his pride than hitting him in the 
face could have done. 

"Never! Let me up and I will show you, you jerk." He yelled 
trying to squirm his way from under me. 

"You'd better yell Uncle!" 
"Never, you retard! " 
While thinking how to end it, I heard the yell of a familiar 

voice. It was voice that had tormented me my whole life, my sister. 
Four years older, she had learned the finer things in torturing me in 
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those twelve years. I still have scars on my body from being thrown 
through a plate glass window and even more scars on the inside. 

"Well are you going to sit there or hit him," she yelled from 
about fifty feet away. "You are such a baby!" I stopped looking into 
Scott 's eyes and turned my head to look into hers. Her eyes were full 
of laughter. There I was sitting on Scott's stomach pinning his hands 
and feet down trying not to be a big bully and my sister was taunting 
me to hit him. However bad that sounds, a t the time it made sense. It 
was time I showed my big sister that I was no baby. 

Without looking back into Scott's eyes, I built up a ll my anger 
from the past twelve years of torment and punched him square in the 
face. 

In the next five or so years Scott continued to be the butt of all 
our jokes. Whether we'd sit at his house and play his video games 
without letting him play, or take off on our bikes because we knew he 
could never catch us, Scott was always like a toy to us. Scott became 
"Sully" less because it was a shorted version of his last name and more 
because we could say it in a derogatory way. 

Scott was just Sully. 
We went our separate ways in high school. Even though he 

lived three houses down, I never saw him much, mostly because, 
though he tried several times, he never made "the team." It didn't 
matter what team, basketbalJ, basebalJ, or life, Scott could never make 
it. He had less and less in common with us though he tried more and 
more to fit in. I would see him time and time again and think how sad 
he had become, how sad he always was. I still see his eyes and how 
pitiful they looked then and pitiful they looked now. I stil l see the 
emptiness in his eyes. I try to tell myself there is nothing I can do now, 
nothing I could have done then. 

I was seventeen on the day I turned the corner and saw the 
flashing red and blue lights. I had an eerie feeling, a fee ling like the 
one when I knew my dog, Cocoa, was dying by the look in her eyes. 
They had that same dark-empty-black-hole look that Scott's had. With 
her tiny fragile 16 year old body, she looked up at me for the last time. 
It looked like she was crying. I never figured out why Cocoa was cry
ing, but I never stopped wondering. 

It wasn't until later the next day, when I heard from a friend 
that Scott had stuck a gun to his head and pulled the trigger, that my 
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suspicions were confirmed. Seeing everyone in school the next d ay 
was torture, I couldn' t look any of them in the eye, they knew what I 
had done on that cold snow d ay. I felt as if I had held that gun to his 
head and had pulled that trigger. 

Images of those eyes, how dark and full of empty desperate 
rage they were, filled my head. He was so unhappy and desperate to 
fit in, yet he was so unable to do anything about it. I think of how I 
hated the torment my sister gave me. I hated how no matter what I 
did, it was never good enough. Yet, I did it to Scott. 

I think he is actually better off dead, sick as it may sound. After 
I heard of the suicide, I tried to imagine what was going through his 
head as he pulled that trigger. He must have remembered everything 
I had ever done to him. He must have thought of that time I smashed 
him in the face not because I hated him but because my sister was 
watching. I couldn't do anything but think of his eyes, how empty 
they were. I tried to look back on my life. Seeing what I had done, 
trying to figure out why. Why he did it, and why I d id nothing to stop 
him. 

The d ay my family and friends prepared for his funeral, I sat 
alone in bed watching the d arkness. Did he really think I hated him? I 
pictured the funeral with all his family and friends gathered around 
looking at him and crying. I dreamt myself slowly walking up to the 
coffin and slowly opening my eyes and seeing his empty eyes looking 
back at me. They were softer now but as I began to get lost in the 
shallowing emptiness, a tear fell from his eye. Uncertain what to do, I 
walked away still unable to say I was sorry. How could he have done 
this. Couldn' t he have jus t told me I was a jerk. Did he have to shoot 
himself? 

As we have grown, my sister and I have ended the sibling 
fights . We have made peace, as siblings usually do. We were expected 
to get along, supposed to be friends. With Scott, I will never be able to 
make peace. I was never supposed to. Not by any sort of rule or law 
but by an inner feeling that by some sort of standard, Scott wasn't as 
good as I was. I guess the more I grow the more I realize tha t in many 
ways I was like Scott, and still am. I am afraid and insecure. That is 
probably why my sister found it so easy to exploit me. I can never tum 
back time and fix what I did to Scott, however maybe in the future I 
can look deeper into someone's eyes and see something, something 
more. 
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Once and a while I wonder why I am so shy and insecure, then 
I always seem to think of Scott and of what I did to him, then what my 
sister did to me. Sure my sister didn't treat me as bad as everyone 
treated Scott, but it still stuck in my mind the way we treated Scott 
probably stuck in his. There was one big difference though, I could cry 
"Mom!" 

How could Scott tell his mother that his friends didn't like him? 
How his friends beat on him? How his friends constantly tormented 
him? I think of that now and again as I look back at it. Scott never had 
anyone to tum to. On that cold snowy day when we were twelve, no 
one would help him. I wouldn't even let him up to help himself. As 
years went on, no one would help him, no one would let him up to 
help himself. They just kept beating and beating. How could he go to 
his parents and admit that he was an outcast? 

The fact that I reared back and hit him for the sole reason that 
the person who always hit me was watching and pushing me, now 
makes me realize that the very thing I hated as a kid I did to someone 
else. I picked on someone until he gave up. Just stuck a gun to his 
head and gave up. 
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February 1995 
by Suzanne Morrison '96 

I want to thank you 
for holding me 
even as your own colors fade and fall, 
helpless white petals. 
You ask me 
if I'm alright. 
I always hear myself, 
someone else, 
saying, 'Tm fine." 
I am fine. 

You say he was your balance 
and now you sit 
at the suddenly lowered end 
of a see-saw, 
his life and 
your own 
spilling down upon you. 
Our minutes, once swift, 
are now clogged 
by empty acts 
of brushing teeth, tying shoes, 
eating over-cooked rice 
Under offensive lights. 
All has become acutely trivial. 

In the Black 
last night 
your lowered onyx eyes 
had forgotten 
that the balance is not gone. 
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It overlooks those mountains even now, 
like a golden bubble inside 
an overturned jar of molasses, 
forced to the bottom, 

remaining, 

but slow to rise. 
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Blue Heron 
by Heather Wilkinson '98 

I saw the blue 
down of your feathers 
for the first time 
today, 
your beauty tall above the morning 
glories resting at home 
in sweetgrass. 

I saw you pluck 
stickle-back fish and jade bugs 
from the salt marsh plentiful 
in summertime with these, 
your favorite foods. 

I saw you turn, 
satisfied, 
your long neck stiff, 
the white 
gown of your wings open, 
intent to part with me. 
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Andreas' Pizzeria 
246 Mansifield Ave. 

Norton, MA 
1'v>i~ 285-7796 

Pas~ Cr/J'i~ Ch~keJ"l 

Beer ~l's 
\N\~e 

Calzones 

We Deliver 
Located near Great Woods 

Open 7 days a week 11:00AM-11:00 P 

Irish Embassy Pub and Grill 
@ 130 Mansfield Ave (Rt.140) 

llll. OPE I SEVEN tAYS A WEEK © 
WI SU DAYBRU CH © 

All you can eat only 5.95!! 

everyone, 
especially 

my pro,essors, my 
,riends, 

and my parents 



ee:~ wt • ssi!' MUSIC 1)1:VOT 
Eu~ - Sell - Tr-ade 

6ultan. 4mPs- Saxes. 1).-ums 
Mn' Other- Muslcal l:qulpment 

Tapes • cu•s 

.4tlke ~ l 'ark St. • IDt. 118 
f~(l8l 222-7..U.O &ttleboro. MA 

P.O.BOX ART 
140 NORTH MAIN STREET MANSPIBLD MA 02048 

THI! BUILDINO WHICH HOUSl!S 

Tut! ARTSroP • VINCENI's G\u.l!RY • AR'mTS'CAPB 

CLASSES & OPEN STUDIO 
Come relax and enjoy the art work on e x hibit 

p R 0 p Jl I ll T 0 R s 
Julia Einstein • RoseMary Bottl-Salltsky 

1•508•339•61114 

Iii] MANSFIELD 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK 

The banlt people stay with. 

A jlorton <tountr.!' &tort 

' 
46 West Main Street 

I 
Norton, MA 02766 

,,.0"10,1, 
COUITIOV - Store: (508) 285-5395 

Deli: (508) 285-5580 



The best coffee,. espresso. 
cappuccino,. latte,. pastry,. 

soup and sand"ft"icbes. 

REPEAT PERFORMANCE 

Consignment Shoppe for Men & Women 

Contemporary & Designer Fashions 
Gently Worn & Gently Priced 
Accepting Consignments Daily 

116 North Main St. 
Mansfield, MA 02048 

Sue Talavera, Proprietress 
(508) 339-6811 

Join Rushlight next year! 
Positions in layout, 

copy editing, and staff 
look great on resumes. 

Any questions about 
submissions, ads, circulation, 

or anything else 
contact: 

Amy Tibbetts 
W0587 




